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GRAVITATION MID S3 SRC

Art. No. 63.108.0

Protection:   steel toe cap and steel midsole
Plus:   breathable 3D functional lining

Upper:   smooth full leather
Lining:   breathable functional lining

Footbed:   anatomically formed comfit® AIR footbed
Sole:   Clear TPU - slip and abrasion resistant PU/TPU sole 

with scuff cap and shock absorber element
Colour:   black

Sizes:   39 - 48

FLEXIBLE TPU OUTSOLE 
The depth of the sole profile 
improves the flexibility as well as the 
ground contact and has optimal 
liquid displacing properties. The high 
quality TPU is non-marking and 
resisitant against abrasion.

comfit® AIR FOOTBED 
The newly developed, breathable 
ALBATROS® comfit® AIR footbed 
has elevations in the heel and ball 
area of the foot as well as a support 
of the longitudinal arch. This helps 
the foot keeping its natural position 
in the shoe and stimulates the 
musculature while walking. The slip-
resistant textile cover is odour-
resistant, moisture absorbing and 
washable at 30°C.

CUSHIONING MIDSOLE 
A soft and light PU midsole optimally 
cushions the high impacts when 
walking

UPPER
Perfect for outdoor use - high-quality 
upper materials perfectly crafted with 
skilled workmanship offer superior 
comfort and guarantee an 
everlasting wearing pleasure.
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